Academic Awards

Harvard Book Award
Elizabeth Stone

Cornell Book Award
Louis Siegler

Smith Book Award
Madeline Sukhdeo

Williams Book Award
Daniel Dieppa

Wellesley Book Award
Isadora Figueroa

University of Chicago Book Award
Felipe Rangel

Byrn Mawr Book Award
Eva Sirlin

Brown Book Award
Isabella Pedraza

George Washington University Book Award
Daniel Gallup

Brandeis Book Award
Evan Medelson

University of Pennsylvania Book Award
Jeremy Cross

Mount Holyoke Book Award
Evelyn Abramowitz

Florida International University Award
Saavan Kamlani

Rhode Island School of Design Book Award
Carly Rich

Rochester Stephan Douglas/Susan B.Anthony Humanities Award
Madeline Sukhdeo

Rochester Bausch and Lomb Science Award
Jeremy Cross

Rensselaer Award for Math
Elizabeth Stone

Ken Harris Scholarship
Lauryn Russell

Director’s Award for Academic Improvement
Alejandro Wills

Harrison Greenberg Memorial Award
Michelle Yakobi
Jordan Hanson

Sportsmanship Award
Isabella Allen
Zachary Smith

Athletes of the Year Award
Gabriella Palmisano
Liam Weil

Pam Locker Excellence in Drama
Renee Mandel

John Wicker Excellence in Music
Lila Rosendorf

Gateway Prize for Global Citizenship
Gaetano Onorato

Excellence in World Languages
Daniel Dana

Excellence in English
Rachel Thomas

John W. Owens, II, Excellence in History
Evan Meiselman

Hassan Tabatabaie Excellence in Math
Ryan Finvarb

Excellence in Science
Jordan Matthew Hanson
Upper School Awards 2018

Valedictorian - Ryan Finvarb
Salutatorian - Rachel Thomas

Presidential Excellence Awards
Ryan Finvarb, Rachel Thomas, Daniel Cross, Gabriela Nayor, Laura Ramariz, Lila Rosendorf, Mahima Aggarwal, Eric Bernstein, Carly Garazi Danielle Geathers, Evan Meiselman, Luca Paravano, Victoria Torrego, Savannah Dodd, Evelina Khodykina, Rio Lynk, Kenya Richmond Sydney Sazant, Antonia Teixeira, Danielle Amois, Alexander Sayfie, John Sayfie, Daisy Zand, Noah Florin, Jordan Hanson, Condrad Krususki Maria Bordovskikh, Israel Goihman, Ana Rusconi, Maxim Sochacki, Daniel Strouse, Remi Benhemoun, Charles Piussan

Sapere Aude
Honorary award given to the top 5% in each class for their academic performance

Grade 9
Maya Kreger
Mary Hanson
Andrew Weaver
Charles Sukhdeo
Zoey Arnold
Michael Athanassiades
Kaylee Parizo
Biulians Bruce
Alexander Mcmillan

Grade 10
Sabrina Cabarcos
Sophia Cartolano
Camryn Davis
Briana Espinosa
Klara Meyer
Sofie Paredes
Asha Yearwood
Vasilisa Nestscheret
Jia Garcia
Maria Silva
Soia Dieppa
Arian Djahed
Stephen Port

Grade 11
Isabella Allen
Jeremy Cross
Isadora Figueroa
Isabella Pedraza
Felip Rangel
Louis Siegler
Elizabeth Stone
Madeline Sukhdoo
Carlos Cardenas
Evan Medelson
Evelyn Abramowitz
Fernando Mendez

Grade 12
Daniel Cross
Daniel Dana
Ryan Finvarb
Gabriela Nayor
Laura Ramariz
Lila Rosendorf
Rachel Thomas
Victoria Torrego
Danielle Geathers
Brandon Arriaga
# Presidential Service Awards

## Gold Awards

**Grade 9**  
Samantha Goldsmith, Maya Kreger, Andrew Weaver

**Grade 10**  
Sabrina Cabarcos, Sofia Cabarcos, Ellie Cohen, Camryn Davis, Ashley Hidnert, Gabriella Marchesani, Connor Sazant  
Taisa Strouse

**Grade 11**  
Isabella Allen, Arushi Beohar, Harrison Breslow, Danielle Burstein, Benjamin Kreger, Taylor Lynott, Isabella Pedraza  
Kayla Rosen, Lauryn Russell

**Grade 12**  
Danielle Amoils, Noah Florin, Danielle Geathers, Ava Hansen, Nyasia John, Blaëse Pronesti, John Sayfie  
Sydney Sazant, Rachel Thomas, Alejandra Valdes

## Silver Awards

**Grade 9**  
Luna Alonso, Michael Athanassiadis, Simar Khetpal, Madelyn Mcdonald, Alexander Mcmillan, Ilan Zenatti

**Grade 10**  
Matthew Allen, Hannah Amoils, Becky Bibas, Anika Boano, Sean Finny, Rianna Washington, Asha Yearwood

**Grade 11**  
Evelyn Abramowitz, Laureen Jean-Jacques, Elizabeth Stone

**Grade 12**  
Isabella Ballesteros, Maria Bordovskikh, Nina Feola, Alexander Sayfie, Victoria Torrego

## Bronze Awards

**Grade 9**  
Sophia Agurcia, Giuliana Bruce, Chiara Bruzzi, Kate Carlson, Samantha Green, Jordan Horn, Lorelai Koen, Charlie Leoni  
Sofia Nayor, Kaylee Parizo, Jordan Sheppard, Zachary Wyka

**Grade 10**  
Joseph Aming, Mariana Antonaccio, Tatiana Barnes, Nicole Chirinos, Hanna Cohen, Emanuelle Hart, Karen Hendrick  
Roxana Kaplan, Sofia Kauderer, Matias Lacau, Samantha Loeb, Milani Mccormack, Klara Meyer, Ashley Michelin  
Andrea Nelcha, Vasilisa Nestescheret, Sofia Nores, Marcela Pineda, Stephen Port, Amaris Rios, Francesca Setineri

**Grade 11**  
Maria Alvarez, Lolita Bell, Chaz Berkowitz, Noah Billante, Liany Blum, William Borchers, Dora Bruckstein, David Burger  
Anthony Cervone, Jack Eicher, Mia Elortegui, Isadora Figueroa, Daniel Gallup, Kyle Grosman, Saavan Kamlani, Jaron Katz  
Molli Leoni, David Lohse, Ryan Luby, Michael Mcpherson, Valeria Quintero, Felipe Rangel, Eva Sirlin, Abbey Tomkinson

**Grade 12**  
Leandro Antonaccio, Luna Aros, Eric Bernstein, Julia Fernandez Carly Garazi, Benjamin Horn, Conrad Krasuski  
Amanda Martin, Evan Meiselman, Nebiyou Meshesha, Kenya Richemond, Andre Rodrigues, Khalil Winder
Community/Leadership Awards

Daughters of the American Revolution Award
Rashad Heagle

Mike Ruggles Service Award
Maria Bordovskikh

William J. Creeden Distinguished Service Award
Alex Sayfie
John Sayfie

Independent Schools of South Florida Star Students
Maria Bordovskikh
Joaquin Malo

Princeton Service Award
Isabella Allen

Headmaster’s Unselfish Service Award
Grade 9 - Andrew Weaver
Grade 10 - Camryn Davis
Grade 11 - Ava Hansen

Director’s Award for Outstanding Community Service
Grade 9 - Maya Kreger
Grade 10 - Ellie Cohen
Grade 11 - Taylor Lynott
Grade 12 - Danielle Geathers

Hugh O’Brian Leadership Award
Francesca Settineri

Jill Thomas School Spirit Award
Michelle Yakob

National Leadership "I Dare You" Award
Alicia Kelly

George Eastman Youth Leadership Award
Taylor Lynott

Student Government Award
Isabella Allen

Outstanding Peer Counselor
Rashad Heagle

Class of 2018 Senior Pin – 250 Hours Plus

Community Service Board
Kenya Richemond, Alex Sayfie, Ava Hansen, Sydney Sazant, Danielle Geathers, John Sayfie, Rachel Thomas, Isabella Ballesteros

12-Year Club -  Luna Aros, Blaise Pronesti
13-Year Club -  Christian Tamayo, Alejandro Wills
PUBLICATION AWARDS

Senior Achievement in Journalism
Karen Rosenbloom

Outstanding Journalist
Taisa Strouse
Sofie Paredes

Amused Literary Magazine
Editorial Excellence - Isabella Pedraza and Evelyn Abramowitz
Lay-out and Design - Max Sochacki

Excellence in Yearbook
Senior Yearbook Editor Award - Salome Arango
Excellence in Graphic Art - Kaylee Parizo
Best Photography - Raquel Koss
Advisor’s Award - Rootbenie Desir

National Council Teachers of English Achievement Award in Writing
Official Candidate - Kyle Garg

Scholastic Writing Regional Awards
Silver key - Blue Ribbon
Critical Essay and Journalism - Danielle Geathers
Short Story - Maya Kerger
Personal Essay and Journalism - Karen Rosenbloom

Red Ribbon-Honorable Mention
Personal Essay - Evelyn Abramowitz
Drama - Natalie Berman
Poetry - Andrea Berman
Poetry - Anthony Cervone
Poetry - Arian Djahed
Poetry - Eva Harari
Poetry - Kristal Leyva
Poetry - Isabella Pedraza
Celebration of the Arts Awards

**Director’s Award**
Jonathan Choeff

**Drama Award**
Thespians - Daniel Gallup and Amaris Rios
Technical Theatre Award - Kaylee Parizo

**Sandi Lewis Drama Scholarship**
Natalie Berman

**Orchestra Awards**
John Sayfie
Maya Kreger
Camryn Davis
Mack Tracy

**Visual Arts Awards**
Scholastic Art Award - Michael McPherson, Isabella Stripling, Harrison Breslow, Mia Bautista
Ceramic Awards - Salome Arango, Stella Nixdorf, Mia Elortegui